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1. What are my top five resources for identifying trends in society, our 
customer base, and within my organization? 

How many industry publications do you read regularly? What offbeat publications inspire you, and spot 
trends in other industries? Which ones can you stop reading? 

2. What is the ideal strategy to gain and keep our peers’ and customers’ 
attention and earn their trust? 

Content strategy plays a vital role here. When did you last measure the impact of your content strategy? 
What offline methods are you using to augment your online methods? On a 1-10 scale, how transparent 
are you with your teams and customers? 

3. Are our digital marketing initiatives and habits creating chaos or 
alleviating stress in people’s lives? 

Pop-up windows, constant email alerts, and loud ads are mindless marketing methods. Forcing your sales 
teams to constantly use their mobile devices in front of customers is another one. How often are you 
checking emails while you are talking with a colleague? 
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5. How will we strike a balance between big data and wisdom in our 
highest priority marketing initiatives? 

Which of the six potential big data applications might we pursue? (pages 32-33)? How can we improve our 
ability to learn from analytics results and take meaningful actions without sacrificing intuition? 

6. What are the biggest causes of dysfunction between our Marketing 
and Sales teams, and which ones must we eliminate immediately? 

What is the primary cause of that friction: data drowning, improper role attribution or accountabilities, poor 
collaboration, or a weak content strategy? How do we score ourselves on content quality, sources, 
delivery, and shelf life? 

4. How can we shift our internal conversations from “what drives 
revenue” to “what creates lifelong customers and brand repute?” 

Which of these 3 obstacles are we facing when we interact with Finance or the board: under-estimating 
turf battles, poor financial attribution, or perpetuating the short term mindsets on Marketing’s true value? 
Are we obsessed with flow metrics, or are we also tracking stock metrics? 
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8. What is one thing I must stop doing to create space for my Inner 
Marketing Guru to emerge? 

Which of the 7 Inner Marketing Guru precepts would I like to refine? (pages 63-65)? How can I build that 
new behavior into my daily work interactions? 

9. What mindfulness practices am I willing to integrate into my daily life? 

What mindfulness programs or communities exist in my region? Whom might I approach to be my 
mindfulness buddy and participate with me?  

7. Where is our marketing team practicing multitasking, and what can 
we do to stop it? 

Which of the 6 most common multitasking maladies are we tolerating (page 52)? How willing are we to 
create a culture of accountability and honesty to stop them? 
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11. What can I do right now to optimize my personal and near energy 
fields, and reach new levels of performance? 

How might I redesign my work space, social circles, or work schedule to foster mindful marketer qualities? 
Do I feel soothed yet energized when I walk into my office and home? What “low frequency” publications 
or programs can I stop reading or watching?  

12. What scenarios am I facing where I can practice present moment 
language and techniques?  

How would I rate our marketing communications content on the Marketing Language Meter™? (page 
100)? What needs to be translated from low energy to high energy language? Where can I integrate the 
Check In Process© with my teams? 

 

10. What mindful marketer quality am I willing to explore and practice 
today? 

The qualities of acceptance, aliveness, articulateness, aggregation, and adaptability fuel my Inner 
Marketing Guru. Which one deserves the most attention right now? 
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14. What work environment changes will awaken my Inner Marketing 
Guru? 

How inspiring is our work space? Where does natural light play a role? What can we do to make it more 
clean and green? What virtual and physical privacy rituals have we established? 

15. What are my intentions for creating or joining a peer group? 

What would I be willing to contribute to a group—what are my gifts and talents? What would be the 
qualities of the ideal group? How might Marketing establish a Customer Advisory Board, and what 
purpose would it serve? 

13. How can the Performance Accelerant Model™ raise my awareness 
and improve my critical thinking abilities?  

How would I rate myself and my team (Levels 1-3) in our critical thinking abilities? To what degree do we 
ask questions and challenge our established ideas and marketing plans? When did we last interview 
customers for their perspectives? 
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17. What is the best strategy for my team to earn the CFO’s trust and 
confidence? 

How can I dramatically improve my financial acumen? Where are we relying too much on historical 
reporting data, gaming techniques, or random market feedback? What is the first step towards investment 
(versus cost savings) discussions with the CFO? 

18. What market imperatives require proactive, joint collaboration with 
our IT counterparts? 

How early in our initiatives are we inviting IT to participate? How can we enroll them in our planning and 
brainstorming meetings? What are our protocols for collecting, analyzing, and taking action on customer 
data? How often do we reward candor between our groups? 

 

16. What daily practices will help me improve my credibility and financial 
acumen with the CEO? 

Where do I excel, and where do I need to improve, to thrive in the Super CMO Zone™(page 138)? Have I 
designed a CEO influencing strategy? What can I do to align Marketing metrics, KPIs and cadence with 
other functional areas?  
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20. What mindful qualities can we bring to our relationships with outside 
firms and colleagues? 

Where can improv comedy help us be more creative? How can we raise the quality of our outside agency 
and consultant agreements? How committed is our team to gathering ideas from diverse sources? How 
rigid or fluid are our team members when customers require us to move in a new direction—or we 
discover an untapped opportunity? 

19. Where are the greatest gaps between our sales and marketing 
organizations? 

Which systems are keeping pace with changing buyer behaviors, and which are not? How well do we 
equip Sales to tell powerful stories? How strong, clear and practical is our Service Level Agreement with 
Sales? What percentage of my time do I spend talking directly with customers? 

21. Where can I start a mindful revolution in my organization? 

On a 1-10 scale, with 10 being “extremely willing,” how willing am I to defend a new idea, protect our 
brand or values, and get fired for speaking up about it? How might agile marketing play a role in flexing 
our mindful marketing muscles? How can I shift our teams’ approaches from internal to customer-focused 
thinking (pages 190-191)? 
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As a marketing leadership advisor, growth strategist, and award-winning 
author, Lisa Nirell brings provocative insights and practical marketing wisdom 
to her clients. They experience higher revenues, accelerated profits, and 
improved team execution. Companies such as Adobe, Infor, Oracle, GenRe, 
and Bozzuto hire her to help them dramatically accelerate growth and build 
customer mindshare. 

She contributes regularly to Fast Company, The Huffington Post, and The 
CMO Council. Her latest book, The Mindful Marketer: How to Stay Present and 
Profitable in a Data-Driven World, helps marketing leaders and CEOs make 
better decisions, align their teams, and attract loyal customers by applying 
Pan-Asian principles. 

Lisa Nirell speaks frequently at annual conferences and executive retreats. In 
her workshops and keynotes, Lisa awakens your teams and leaders to the 
realities of today’s customer-driven marketplace, and how to harness those 
opportunities. You see results in the form of breakthrough ideas, improved 
decision-making, higher profits, and faster time to execution. 

To learn more, or to book Lisa Nirell for your upcoming event, visit http://www.energizegrowth.com or 
contact_us@energizegrowth.com. 

 

If you would like to discuss strategies to accelerate your marketing success 
give Lisa a call at 703 888 1280 or email lisa@energizegrowth.com. 

22. As I remove layers of distractions from my life, what insights and 
market trends are emerging? 

How can we focus more intently on tracking actionable data, versus big data? Where can we dramatically 
improve and nurture our customer communities? Where do we still over-communicate about our company, 
and not enough about our customers? How can we design unplugged moments into our culture? 
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